by John Kasun

Stop the world, I want to get off

I

noticed at the recent ATA Show that
everyone was constantly looking
down. It took me a few minutes to
catch on but they were checking their
Blackberrys, Blueberrys, I-Phones, Droids,
Ghost or whatever. When we were talking they were tapping the screen as information flipped back and forth. Everyone
seemed anxious to tell me about their new
phone which had 10 gazillion mega-hertz
and was a 57 mega-pixel camera. One gentleman even told me he could check his
trail camera from his office and if anyone
touched his treestand an alarm sounded.
Not only was I overwhelmed but my head
hurt from all the technical talk. You must
realize that my cell phone is so old it still has a crank so you
could say I am slightly out of touch.
When it comes to technology I am one of those
guys that care more about what I can do with it and not as
much with what makes it work. I still remember the day I
went shopping for my first computer. A smiling salesman
approached and asked if he could help me? I said, “I need
a computer to write my articles so I don’t have to use an ink
eraser or carbon paper ever again. (Just in case you don’t
know what carbon paper is I suggest you turn to another
section of the magazine and not waste your time reading
the rest of this column as you probably won’t understand
my frustration with technology.) The salesman immediately
started to talk to me about megahertz, bytes, CRT monitors
and dual disk floppy drives. He got so excited when he talked
about this technical stuff it was obvious to me that he had
never had sex. After what seemed like a 30 minute non-stop
rehearsed sales pitch he finally paused for a breath. Seizing
the opportunity I quickly said, “Look I don’t care if there are
little Chinese guys inside that thing running back and forth
handing off notes written on rice paper all I want to do is be
able to type.”
That was the start of the technical side of my life and
in many ways it hasn’t got a whole lot better. It seems I am
spending all of my time unplugging, rebooting or reformatting something. Recently I purchased a wireless router. If you
don’t know what a wireless router is thank your lucky stars
and if you want my advice don’t find out. A wireless router
is like a kidney stone, it is more fun if someone else has it.
For those of you that are a glutton for punishment I
will explain. A wireless router is a device you hook to your
computer that allows you to connect to another computer or
printer without using a wire commonly know as a USB cord
(if you don’t know don’t ask because I can’t explain it). For

some reason that I no longer understand I
decided to eliminate that simple wire and
buy a wireless router. When I asked about
hooking it up the salesman at the computer
store said, “There is nothing to it. As a matter of fact we call them ‘Plug and Play.’” For
you that are technically challenged “Plug
and Play” means just plug it in and it works.
Wrong! I quickly learned when I got home
that somehow “Plug and Play” turned into
“Plug and Pray”. Nothing worked and after
spending three hours and four phone calls
to the computer store I was told my only
hope was to call Technical Support. For
those of you that are not familiar with the
term Technical Support drop immediately
to your knees and thank God.
Technical Support is really Hell on Earth and it is
physically located in India. Against my better judgment I
made the call to Technical Support and was introduced to
a lovely, polite Indian girl name Linda. I doubt they really
have any Linda’s in India and suspect that name was just for
the benefit of people like me calling from America. I spent
so much time on the phone with Linda that I was sure I was
going to have to ask her to marry me to protect her honor.
However in spite of the time spent and the countless times I
rebooted, unplugged and deleted nothing worked. With my
blood pressure soaring I decided to cut the torture short and
simply return the router to the computer store and scratch
the whole idea.
My wife, sensing I was upset from my bloodshot eyes
and the drool dripping from my mouth decided to go with
me as she sensed I was in no condition to drive without adult
supervision. Now I made the second mistake of the day as
we took her new car with a built-in voice control computer
system. As we pulled from the driveway I searched for the
knob to turn the radio off. Not finding it quickly I simply
asked, “How do you turn the radio off?” “No problem,” she
said wanting to show off her new toy. “Just say “Radio off ’”.
“Radio off ”, I said. A female voice sounding a lot like Linda
from India said, “Fan on high.” “Radio off,” I repeated.
“Volume up,” was the reply. With the fan whirling and the
radio volume blasting I tried one more time as I loudly said.
“Radio off.” “Make a U-turn if possible,” came the reply from
the computer located somewhere within the dashboard.
“You must not be saying it right,” my wife shouted over the
blasting radio, whirling fan and blinking turn signal.
Suddenly an eerie calm came over me as I thought,
“I wonder if they still make ink erasers and carbon paper?”
Stop the world, I want to get off.
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All packages include a Premium RED HOT Optic (Multi-Reticle
Shown), 4 Arrow Quick Detach Quiver and 4 Arrows w/ field points

FOR 2012

Jack Woodworth
Waynesboro, VA
8 pt Buck harvested in
Bath County, VA

The First Ever Youth Crossbow

FPS

● Length of Pull is 1.75" SHORTER !

● Adjustable Weight Range from 125 TO 150 LBS with no special
tools, no bow press, and no additional parts required.

● Weighs-in at an AMAZING 5.5 LBS .

1-800-707-8149

www.ParkerBows.com
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MADE

IN THE USA

NEW For 2012

ONZA 3 Pro
Bengal Pro
ALL THE FEATURES
OF A $1000 BOW...

Roto
Roto

Limb Cup

Check out bow videos
at martinarchery.com

ONZA 3 Pro

Bengal Pro

for HUNDREDS less!

Visit the largest archery website!
Archers Helping Archers at Archerytalk.com
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